Video Games Benefit
Both Brain and Body
Players become better at solving problems,
thinking creatively, studies show
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reason why elderly people often
forget things. Perhaps players’
brains will stay in top shape as
they age.
In

the

Dr. James Rosser, researcher

second

study,

researchers from the Beth
Israel Medical Center and
Iowa State University looked
at surgeons. These doctors do
a type of surgery in which they
use a tiny camera to see inside
the body. They then perform
the surgery with remotecontrol tools.

“I use the same hand-eye
co-ordination to play video
games as I use for surgery.”
In the study, the researchers
tested surgeons on these skills.
The surgeons who played video
games often—at least three
hours a week—performed the
tasks faster than those who
played less or never played
at all. They also made fewer
mistakes.
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“I use the same hand-eye coordination to play video games
as I use for surgery,” explained
researcherDr.JamesRosser.Videogame players also develop faster
reflexes and are more accurate.
Nine-year-old Ashley Kittinger
agrees video games are good. “I
started playing Nintendo® when
I was seven,” she said. “I used to
have a hard time sitting still at
school, but now when the teacher
gives me work, I pay attention
and get it done right away.”
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the opposite.”

Video Games Linked to Poor
Behaviour and Health
Children who play video games too much
don’t do as well in school, studies reveal
Galadriel Watson
Thinkfast News Agency
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the frontal lobe of their brain.
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Video games may also cause
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“My wrists got so sore,
I had to see a doctor,”
Scott Collins, age nine

it develops, giving a child

again and again, as video-game
players often do.
Scott Collins, age nine,
knows first-hand how too
much playing can be painful.
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“My wrists got so sore, I had to
see a doctor,” Scott said. Players
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feel shyer.

